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Jessica Reed-Robbins
INLPTA NLP Master Trainer,
Breakthrough Coach &
Motivational Speaker
In 2004, Jessica discovered Performance

Jessica recruited and developed her own elite

Psychology and NLP and used these powerful

team of trainers and coaches who deliver

tools to transform herself and her life and begin a

Jessica Robbins’ performance solutions to

journey towards achieving every dream she had.

individuals and organisations all over the world,
including:

After achieving a Masters Degree in
Mathematics with honours, at UCL and working

Virgin Media, Eau Palm Beach Resort & Spa, Citi,

at JPMorgan for 4 years, Jess left to follow her

EverythingEverywhere, TalkTalk, Vodafone, TNT

passion for coaching. Jessica now coaches and

Logistics, Travis Perkins, Wickes, B&Q, British Gas,

trains business professionals and individuals from

Urban Outfitters, Unibet, Sanofi, Specsavers and

around the world.

many more.

Jessica sets many playful and exciting goals for

As a breakthrough coach, Jessica specialises in

herself, and has already achieved many of

several areas: Achieving the impossible with less

them, such as becoming a publishing her first

effort, managing and leading, conscious

book, presenting her own TV show on BBC3, and

parenting, relationships, fertility and health &

working with Olympic athletes. She launched her

healing.

own brand of personal development called
Super Power School™ and has built a successful

The training programmes she designs, are aimed

corporate business with a great reputation for

at transforming people from the inside so that its

transforming organisations and their people.

not just new skills people are taking away, but

Jessica also created the ultimate Leadership &

new beliefs, values, behaviours and an improved

Development Training programme called

sense of identity.

“Evolving The Tribe” designed to give leaders the
tools to create an emotionally evolved and
financially successful organisation.
Jessica has trained under the expertise of
Dr.Wyatt Woodsmall, one of the very first and
most renowned NLP Trainers in the world. He
awarded her INLPTA Master Trainer status in 2017.

Jessica is available for speaking engagements,
director-level coaching, team events such as
fire-walking and board-breaking and leadership
& management development training.
To contact Jessica Reed-Robbins
Call: 0800 083 8013
Email: jess@reedrobbins.co.uk
www.reedrobbins.co.uk

